BK-and PGE 2 -evoked changes in TRPV1 and TRPV1b was assessed in cultured DRG neurons. Prolonged exposure to BK and PGE 2 increases capsaicin responsiveness of DRG neurons. Prolonged exposure to BK and PGE 2 increases TRPV1 but not TRPV1b mRNA expression. Prolonged exposure to BK and PGE 2 does not alter TRPV1 or TRPV1b protein expression. The role of TRPV1b in regulating channel responsiveness in DRG neurons is challenged. Sensitisation of the capsaicin receptor, transient receptor potential vanilloid type 1 (TRPV1) ion channel in nociceptive primary sensory neurons (PSN) underlies the development of inflammatory heat hyperalgesia. Removal of the negative-dominant splice variant of the TRPV1 molecule, TRPV1b from TRPV1/TRPV1b heterotetrameric channels, which should be associated with changes in the expression of TRPV1 and TRPV1b transcripts and proteins, has been suggested to contribute to that sensitisation. Respective reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and Western-blotting revealed that both TRPV1 and TRPV1b mRNA, and their encoded proteins are expressed in rat cultured PSN. Sequencing of the RT-PCR products showed that TRPV1b mRNA lacks the entire exon 7. Further, growing PSN for 2 days in the presence of 10 mM bradykinin (BK) and 10 mM prostaglandin E 2 (PGE 2 ) significantly increases TRPV1 responsiveness and TRPV1 mRNA expression, without producing any changes in TRPV1b mRNA, and TRPV1 and TRPV1b protein expression. These data challenge the hypothesis that alterations in the composition of the TRPV1 ion channel contributes to the sensitisation.
The RT-PCR products were purified from the agarose gels 81 following electrophoresis using the QIAquick Gel extraction kit from cDNA made to RNA isolated from cultured primary sensory neurons. Note that with the TRPV1 primers we used, two products were detected: while one of the products was $500 bp, the other was $325 bp. (B) Relative number (number of labeled cell/number of total cells) of primary sensory neurons showing capsaicinindependent or 30 nM capsaicin-evoked cobalt accumulation following growing in control medium (naive) or in the presence of 10 mM bradykinin and 10 mM prostaglandin E 2 (exp) for two days. Note that addition of capsaicin to the cobalt buffer (see Methods) produced a significant increase in the number of cells accumulating cobalt in both conditions. Note also that the capsaicin-induced increase in the relative number of neurons showing cobalt accumulation is higher in the inflamed than in the naive condition. n = 4 at each data point. (C) Agarose gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR products for GAPDH, TRPV1 and TRPV1b from cDNA made to RNA isolated from cultured primary sensory neurons, which were grown either in control medium (naive) or in the presence of 10 mM bradykinin and 10 mM (Qiagen, UK) and the microcentrifuge protocol. (1:10000, Santa Cruz) was applied to the membrane for 1 h, followed 99 by detection using Western blotting luminal reagent (Santa Cruz). Hence, as expected, our primers flanking exon 7 amplified two 142 products (Fig. 1A) . The larger product had a size close to that 143 predicted for the full length rat TRPV1 sequence, whereas the 144 smaller product size was $325 base pairs (Fig. 1A) . Fig. 1 ). semi-quantitative RT-PCR ( Fig. 1C and D) . Both the size of the RT-178 PCR products (Fig. 1C ) and the sequences (data not shown) of both 179 products were identical to the respective products and sequences in 180 naive and BK-and PGE 2 -exposed cultures. By measuring intensity of 181 the products we found that while the expression of TRPV1 mRNA 182 was significantly increased (362 AE 80%, n = 4; p = 0.016) that of 183 TRPV1b mRNA was not (188 AE 18%, n = 4; p = 0.07; Fig. 1C and D) . 184 These changes meant that the TRPV1/TRPV1b mRNA expression = 0.9 AE 0.09 (n = 3); TRPV1b ratio in naive/ BK-and PGE 2 -exposed 214 = 1.12 AE 0.27 (n = 3); Fig. 2A and B) . Similarly, the inflammatory 215 mediators did not induce significant changes either in TRPV1
216
(naive/BK-and PGE 2 -exposed = 0.81 AE 0.02%, n = 3), or in TRPV1b
217
(naive/BK-and PGE 2 -exposed = 1.35 AE 0.42, n = 3) protein expres-218 sion in the membrane fractions ( Fig. 2A and B) . The discrepancy in gene transcription between the in vivo and in vitro studies could be due to the differences in the mediators found 276 in inflamed tissues [15, 28] 
